
 

The KEYMACRO tool will enable the efficient production of inexpensive GUI prototypes. The KEYMACRO product is
primarily designed for GUI developers and analysts with the following advantages: A more effective means of harmonizing user
expectations with the specifications for the application by introducing a user-interface prototype. A reduction in the number of
errors in the detailed functional specification in the analysis phase by including a user-interface prototype that enables the user
to quickly and effectively validate business requirements without having to figure it out a complicated functional specification
through the use of diagrams and textual descriptions of use-scenarios. Improvement of the quality of specifications to ensuing
design and implementation phases by making available additional documents generated on a prototype-basis enabling, for
instance, a more accurate planning of resources. Prototyping enables a supplier in a number of days to create and make available
to a customer a simulation of the resulting application even before beginning implementation. The customer specifying the
application's business requirements thus has the chance to interactively test out the prototype and effectively harmonise his
expectations with the business requirement specifications for developing the application represented by this prototype.
Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial CHANGEUX Description: CHANGEUX is an XML-based approach to software development,
which enables developers to create and make available application-driven user interfaces to their customers within a day. The
benefits of the CHANGEUX approach are: A reduction in the number of errors in the detailed functional specification in the
analysis phase by including a user-interface prototype that enables the user to quickly and effectively validate business
requirements without having to figure it out a complicated functional specification through the use of diagrams and textual
descriptions of use-scenarios. Improvement of the quality of specifications to ensuing design and implementation phases by
making available additional documents generated on a prototype-basis enabling, for instance, a more accurate planning of
resources. Prototyping enables a supplier in a number of days to create and make available to a customer a simulation of the
resulting application even before beginning implementation. The customer specifying the application's business requirements
thus has the chance to interactively test out the prototype and effectively harmonise his expectations with the business
requirement specifications for developing the application represented by this prototype. Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial
WASTEFUL Description: The WASTEFUL tool will enable the efficient production of inexpensive GUI prototypes. The
WASTEFUL product is primarily designed for GUI developers with the following advantages: A more 70238732e0 
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EDIVisualizer has a MACRO RECORD and READ RECORD and some MATCHRECORDS and an EDIT RECORD. We will
use the MACRO RECORD to implement KEYMACRO. The KEYMACRO function is used in EDIVisualizer to interpret and
display the value of the keyfield in a record. EDIVisualizer can handle multiple KEYMACRO function. KEYMACRO function
will be implemented by the sdk. Here is the steps: 1. Implement sdk 2. Implement a sample form(web or winform) 3.
Implement EditRecord function (will use the sdk) Here is the example: 1. Design and prepare a TForm2 to show a EDI file. 2.
Implement the 1st macro record. Here is a sample macro record: |.|.|.||.|.|.| Here is the sample macro: |.|.|.|1|.|.|.| Here is the sample
macro code: Option Compare Database Option Explicit Option Private Module Private Sub PopulateRecord(ByVal pString As
String) ' Create a record set Dim dSet As RecordSet Set dSet = New RecordSet ' Add a record (Record #1) dSet.AddNew
dSet![]= dSet![]= dSet![]= dSet![]= dSet![]= dSet![]= dSet![]= dSet![]= dSet![]= dSet![]= ' Add a record (Record #2)
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